Resolution-enhanced base-type-edited HCN experiment for RNA.
New base-type-edited transverse-relaxation optimized CT-HCN(C) experiments are presented that yield intra-base and sugar-to-base correlations for 13C-15N labeled RNA. High spectral resolution in the 13C and 15N dimensions is achieved by constant time (CT) frequency editing. A spectral editing filter applied during the CT 15N labeling period separates the correlation peaks arising from G/U and A/C nucleotide bases. This provides the increased spectral resolution required to unambiguously connect the 1H and 13C resonances in sugar and base moieties of RNA nucleotides. In addition, the experiment allows base type identification for each residue, and therefore presents an attractive spectroscopic alternative to nucleotide-specific isotope labeling. Application to a 33-nucleotide RNA aptamer demonstrates the performance of the new pulse scheme.